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Conclusions 

lt is understandable for a nation to wish to preserve its 
culture and traditions. However, every virtue, when carried 
to extremes, becomes a vice, sacrifices a certain amount of 
respectability, and at a certain point, runs the risk of 
becoming ridiculous. 

One such example is given in an article by Gail 
Diane Cox in the Nationa/ Law Journal: "Immediately 
after the vote (on Califomia's Proposition 63) state 
bureaucrats, desperate for a practica! translation applicable 
to their daily work, flocked to the State Attomey General's 
office for counsel. His legal opinion ... said Official English 
does not require state agencies to redraft their multi-lingual 
welfare forms, stop advertising state lottery tickets on salsa 
music stations, or start referring to the city at the end of the 
Golden Gate Bridge as 'St. Frank."' 

According to Pedro Juan Rua, the English Only 
movement embodies the exclusionary aspirations of an 
ethnic group which wants to advance itself from being the 
largest, to being the only, ethnic presence in the nation. 

In this regard, it is worth quoting a comment by the 
fourth President of the United States, James Madison, 
author of The Federalist Papers: "Justice is the end of. 
govemment. It is the end of civil society. lt ever has been 
and ever will be pursued until it is obtained, or until 
liberty is lost in the pursuit. In a society under the forms 

ofwhich the stronger faction can readily unite and 
oppress the weaker, anarchy may as truly be said to reign 
as in a state ofnature, where the weaker individual is not 
secured against the violence ofthe stronger." 

Certainly English is the language which should be in 
official use in the United States. However, this fact should 
not be twisted by guidelines which, rather than defending 
English as the vemacular, constitute a new form of 
"witch-hunt." 

The more a language comes into general use, the more 
people will leam it for their own convenience. Just as we 
lea ve our economy in the hands of market laws, so we 
should trust in the ability of the language used in any 
country to emerge unscathed, without the need to resort to 
force or fomenting ethnic hatred. It has been noted, for 
example, that the children of irnmigrants wind up adopting 
the native language of their country ofresidence as their 
own native language. 

Discrimination and intolerance only encourage the 
deterioration ofthose nations which promote such attitudes. 
Thus, while a great nation is founded upon cooperation 
between its inhabitants, it may destroy itself if it promotes 
hatred among its citizens � 
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